
DISCLAIMER 

I am writing this on a long haul flight home after a 3 weeks that I’ll never forget. Far too much useless 

detail in here for public consumption. Probably a bit incoherent in parts but maybe that’s because I 

still haven’t processed what went down fully yet.  

PREAMBLE 

June 2000, Ocean City Maryland. I’ve just started work at Anthony’s Carry Out pizza and sub shop on 

my J1. I’m unfit, unhealthy and most definitely overweight. I was never really ‘sporty’ when I was 

young. I learned to swim, but didn’t stick with it. I was active through the scouts and grew to love the 

outdoors, but physical fitness was never the emphasis. I played soccer for my local team, but my 

football brain was far better than my limbs would oblige. I’d stick to watching it instead. When I started 

college I was fairly average size and health, but the first two years I had all the fun you’re supposed to 

have when you start at university and it took its toll let’s say. So after 2nd year I headed on my J1 not 

in the best shape at all. Don’t come home taking up two seats on the plane I was warned! The hours I 

worked were long, and worked 6 days a week from 2pm to midnight. It was great fun and hard work. 

I was on my feet all day in a hectic environment. The weather there was fantastic and one day I decided 

I’d jog a block and back. Am sure I was in board shorts and Converse as I started something that would 

become a major part of my life. Once I had earned a bit of cash, I went to the outlets and bought my 

first pair of runners for actual running. A pair of Adidas Torsion if I recall. There was no going back 

now. I probably came home half the size I left. 

Fast forward 17 years and I’m on the way to race in Kona – Ironman Hawaii – the Ironman World 

Championships. However you describe it, it’s epic. I didn’t know anything about Kona until I did my 

first Ironman in Austria 2012. I was glad just to finish that day. The thought of competing or racing at 

that distance seemed other worldly. But yet I was hooked – and became a fan of the sport. I watched 

Kona that October and watched Pete Jacobs and Leanda Cave win out. It looked fantastic – but mind 

boggling. I’ve been hooked since, and watch the race each year, as well as countless clips on youtube 

when on the turbo. I qualified for Kona in Barcelona, October 2016. The M35-39 had 5 slots and I 

finished 5th. It was a close run thing to get a slot. I hadn’t aimed for a slot – but I had raced the race to 

try get the best I could out of myself timewise on the day. It turned out to be enough to get the slot! 

So had a whole year to prep and plan (and save the pennies). 

RACE PREP 

I arrived in Kona two weeks before race day. The advice was to aim for 10 days pre race if possible. 

The sessions at this point were purely about acclimation – and seeing how it felt when pushing 

‘normal’ numbers in this environment. I suppose the biggest thing that I noticed was that the weather 

was so variable. Temperatures were always high, but you would get spells of intense heat during the 

day. The wind was variable also – in terms of strength and direction. Also lethal as team Ireland was 

already a man down before the first week was done with Emmet Kelly collarboned by a gust of wind 

near Waikaloa. It was hard to plan on the conditions really – I didn’t overthink it. I assumed it was 

going to be tough no matter what on race day so just roll the dice and deal with it. The humidity was 

noticeable too. Post run I would feel like I had stepped out of the shower. I got three massages in the 

2 weeks prior to race day. The physio was recommended on IMTalk so that was good enough for me. 

Juliet was great and I felt better after each session. Body overall was OK with no major concerns other 

than a crick in my neck (upper thoracic) that I felt during race week, but I was managing that. So in 

terms of the three disciplines how was I feeling? Swimming in the sea here was fantastic – I was feeling 

comfortable in the water but kept finding I needed to put on more and more Vaseline with each 



session to avoid chaffing. Had a few scars pre race day that I tried to mind as best as I could. Water 

was clean but again the swell was very variable day by day so I swam to the plan and experienced a 

few different conditions. What else could I do. For the practice swim the week before I felt a bit 

disengaged – so was determined to have my game face on for race day. A girl got bitten by a barracuda 

in the practice swim also and was missing a chunk of flesh – another one with race over before it 

began! I don’t know what a barracuda looks like, and I wasn’t going to Google it before the race either. 

I just hoped being a mid pack swimmer on race day would help here. Bike – I was feeling OK when out 

on the road. The roads around Kona had a lot of roadworks and you have to ride in the shoulder over 

here so a lot of grit and debris. Drivers are certainly NOT bike friendly. Since safety is the main concern 

I didn’t obsess about hitting numbers – just that I stayed upright and no accidents happened. Luckily 

got a free service by the Argon 18 stand – and a thread in the seatpost clamp had gone which explained 

why the saddle was loosening even with 10Nm torque. Yes it was hot on the bike but the legs were 

feeling OK. I managed to cover the course over various spins before race day. This was re-assuring. 

Most of my runs were short enough except for the day I did an hour on the Queen K and in and out of 

the energy lab. Running was definitely the most challenging humidity wise. Even so, for my aerobic HR 

I was holding roughly the same pace as at home – probably a little slower but not much. Overall I 

didn’t think now was the time to be obsessing about training. I had trained all year and all of the years 

up to this really – to get me to this point. I had prepped well, so it was just time to let it flow. 

Mentally I was feeling calm and relaxed. During race week I tried to keep calm – but was able to fairly 

easily. Wrote down my race plan, studied the briefing, made my contingency plans. Sometimes the 

lead in to a big race can drag and require big focus. This wasn’t really the case here. I was resting up 

wisely when needed – but there was so much to experience that before I knew it I was checking in my 

bike. The early AM swims by the pier, breakfast in ‘Splashers’, coffee boat, exploring the course, trying 

all of the famous food spots, the coffee, the poké, enjoying the sunsets, the expo, the underpants run, 

parade of the nations and just chilling out. Oh and chocolate covered macadamia nuts. Also the 

random pros that you seem to see everywhere just mixing about with the rest of the plebs – doing the 

same things we were doing (except NOT acting like Johnny Bravo on Ali’i on race week!). As a fan of 

the sport it was a total nerdfest. Highlights include being stopped at the lights with Flora Duffy, cruising 

along behind Faris on Ali’i, getting a thumbs up from Normann Stadler (and also Chrissie – see below). 

Maybe best of all though was hijacking this guy and getting a photo: 

 



 

I was all good. I was feeling ready. As important as the race was to me – I wanted to savour this 

experience – do it all and be a tourist but don’t go OTT at the expense of my energy levels. 

Before I knew it, it was Friday of race week (i.e. day before the race). Owen had circulated a weather 

forecast to us all: 

Slightly more explanation than usual as I know there are some first timers reading this.  

SWIM: Quicker outbound leg and a bit of slog back to transition although the ladies, starting 

30mins later, may find it more neutral.  

BIKE: Queen K Outbound: Quartering tailwind (upto 10-15kph) from Kona until approaching 

Waikoloa when the wind will change.  

NB: quartering wind means only about 5kph tailwind.  

BIKE: Kawaihae-Hawi: The wind will start as a quartering headwind from the right at 20kph 

increasing to 40kph with gusts to 50kph. Temp 29deg. Humidity down to 65% 

A lot of people will be pushing only 12-15kph towards the top. It will hurt!! 

CAUTION: where the terrain dips expect sharp gusts from the right. Avoid riding too close to 

anyone else.....lest the get pushed into you! 

BIKE: Queen K Inbound: Quartering headwind increasing as you get closer to the airport.  

HOT - still 28deg at 3pm but with humidity temps are reaching 33deg.  

Super fast off the top of Hawi means you'll get a bit of a shock when the small headwind starts 

at Kawaihae.  

The small headwind will be stronger where the road dips and more of a pronounced headwind 

at the lookout south of Waikoloa.  

RUN: You'll be sheltered from the SW wind (upto 15kph) during the first 16km of the run.  



Although the temp will be 30deg, the mixing will keep the reflected road heat down along Ali'i 

Drive  

RUN: Energy Lab: Temp still in the low 30s with a wind! Expect 8kph headwind running out of 

'the lab' (slightly less as you reach the Queen K) 

RUN: Last 15km will have light headwinds gusty at time to 12kph.  

Running as far left as possible will give maximum shielding in exposed areas.  

Overall: Slightly hotter than normal but not as hot as 2015.   

Slightly windier than 2012, 2015 and a lot windier than 2014.  

The last 8km into Hawi will be very very tough and energy burned early here could effect your 

marathon....which, again, will be windier than normal heading back into Kona (but not enough 

to be noticeable on the left side of the road) 

Detailed as you can see and a lot of things to keep in mind. To summarise though – it’s going to be 

tough so don’t assume anything less! I hadn’t come here looking for an easy ride so bring it on. 

Did my last brick session in the morning before a chill out and then doing to bike check in. Roads were 

so busy now and was worried about an accident that I just did the hill at Kuakini and then out and back 

on Ali’i. As I was rolling along Ali’i I noticed Chrissie Wellington jogging along anonymously and I caught 

her gaze and gave her a wave. She smiled back and gave me an enthusiastic wave. A small thing but 

made me feel good – and anything that makes you feel good the day before an Ironman you need to 

take it. One thing I noticed when I arrived is that the pier is far smaller than it looks on TV. The bikes 

are tight in the rack, and the change tents are very small. The main decision I had to make was whether 

to clip in my bike shoes or not. I decided not to since the transition was well carpeted, and I anticipated 

that the mount line would be busy when I expected to be mounting. Even with all this, the course has 

some early bends so you don’t want to be working on shoe straps at this point. This would follow a 

general theme of my approach to the whole race. De-risk everything as much as possible. I might only 

be here once, so do all I can to ensure no DNF. Even walking in to transition is a bit surreal. You have 

the press lining the barriers snapping you and you hear hushed whispers and guys with clipboards 

scribbling furiously….. “Argon 18 …. Stages … Adamo saddle … Shimano Ultegra …. Zipp 303/808 

Firecrest … Specialized helmet …. ON runners” … your gear is being catalogued from head to toe. A bit 

unnerving but exciting all the same. This really is the world championships. I was race #1736 and that 

had me on the far end of the pier in the last rack. Had a few landmarks to find the bike so no real 

issues. Deflated the tyres a little but even with that the bike wouldn’t fit in the wooden box. Thankfully 

men with crowbars are on hand for situations like this! I left nothing on the bike, apart from the helmet 

that is mandatory to leave there overnight. They don’t allow bike covers either. This is despite heavy 

rain forecast for the evening (Glad I don’t have Di2 as Owen Martin’s got shorted overnight in the 

heavy rain!). I don’t understand this not allowing covers, but can’t do anything about it. When you 

arrive you have a personal assistant for your time in transition. This is good in one way but a little 

unnerving also – and despite slowing down and trying to take it all in, there’s a feeling of being rushed. 

You can’t get at your T1 or T2 bags on race morning either so really all the work happens today.  



 

Before I know it I’m back outside and realise the one check I didn’t do was scan my tyres for grit and 

wipe them down. I try to get back in but no joy. That will have to wait for the morning. With that, I 

met the folks for a coffee and then headed back to the condo. Time is going quickly. My two days pre 

race of lo-res doesn’t feel as tortuous as it ordinarily can do. Before I know it I’m prepping my nutrition 

for the race and hitting the hay about 9pm. I sleep soundly. 

RACE MORNING 

The alarm goes off at 3am and the first thing I do is to check how the United-Liverpool game is going. 

Scoreless and in the 2nd half – Jose is reverting to type. Match finishes this way and that’s a reasonable 

start for the day, even if I feel they were there for the taking! Body marking is at 4.45 AM and I give 

myself 30 mins to get in there so I have a lot of time but I didn’t want to be rushing this morning and 

figured I didn’t need to squeeze maximal sleep tonight as I was on alert anyway. I was wide awake of 

course. Grace had decorated the main room in the condo and it was a great start to the day! So had 

my usual race morning breakfast in a leisurely manner and a coffee. Had a checklist of things to do 

and bring with me on race morning. Decided not to bring my track pump as we were assured there 

would be plenty and didn’t want Grace minding it all day. So started to roll down to transition on 

Grace’s rental bike as she strolled beside me. It really had lashed rain last night – very heavily. After a 

few minutes the trolley passed and I hopped on and Grace followed on the bike. This worked out well 

and I was well early before body marking. Had time to find a proper loo in the King Kam hotel and then 

got body marked. Totally useless exercise if you haven’t shaved your forearms! Still – part of the 

process here so let them do it anyway. Went and pumped my tyres. Inflated to 90psi – after my 

experiments in Lanzarote this seemed to be fairly optimal for me. Even so the theme of death before 

DNF applied here too. In my spares I had 3x tubes, 2x valve extenders (one pre fitted), 2x CO2, a mini 

pump with C02 valve also, spare tyre rubber in case of blowout, a multitool with chainbreaker, and a 



spare link. Far OTT I know but being this much prepared saved any anxiety and if I had to DNF with a 

mechanical I wasn’t going to make it easy for Madam Pele to skewer me. I was also riding clinchers 

instead of my tubs. Again, I could bring a spare tub with tubs but only one and I wanted to de-risk a 

DNF here. Filled my torpedo bottle and had a rear bottle. Both are already mixed with electrolyte. Had 

my gel bottle also full with slightly dilute Powerbar Fruit Punch gels (most of which were the older 

higher sodium variety). I had two rocket espressos, a frozen snickers cut in half and a selection of 

electrolyte tables (Nuun caffeine and without, and PH 1500s) wrapped in plastic in the bento box to 

avoid fizzing due to sweat or me chucking water over myself. Tuned and calibrated the Garmin. I was 

ready to go. Checked and double checked the bike more than once. At this point I just had to have 

faith that it would be OK. I asked a marshal though in the case of a mechanical in transition where I 

could expect help. After that I had to let it go and start to focus on the task at hand. Grace was at a 

pre-arranged spot in the fence so I still managed to see her before heading off to find my inner calm. 

Applied as much Vaseline as I could, applied suncream where I could and before I knew it we said our 

goodbyes and I sauntered towards the swim start. It was about 6.20. I still had nearly an hour, but sun 

was up now. They had physios on hand and I used one to help loosen out my left shoulder. The crick 

in my neck was only a minor issue by now, but this helped loosen this out. At this stage any discomfort 

was very minor and I knew it was going to be OK today. As I sat down on the carpet I realised I had not 

taken my 2nd beet shot, jellies and bottle of water out of my bag and they were still in the bag drop. 

No biggie – the guy beside me gave me a swig of his pomegranate water. This was enough for me. 

Before I knew it the music was building, the helicopters where whirring overhead, the crowds were 

forming and it was time for the national anthem. As much as I wanted to stay seated, figured I had 

better stand here. So I did – and soon enough the canon fired for the MPRO start. I decided I’d get up 

and edge towards the start once the WPRO started. This is what I did. I was near enough the front. 

Once the WPRO were gone I started to edge towards the steps. I still had 20 mins before my start but 

after the practice swim last week were I was still queueing to get in when the race started I wasn’t 

letting that happen again. Loitered briefly on the beach and then got in. Advice is not to get in too 

early as you’re treading water for a while and it’s a long day but I wanted to savour this. So after my 

swim warmup I starfished and looked around. The image is etched in my head. Epic – exactly as I 

imagined. Despite what you see on TV as a crazy busy start, it seemed relatively sparse to me. The 

startline is wide and I lined up just left of centre. I was looking around trying to figure out who looked 

calm and who looked junked up and avoided the latter. One good thing about wearing a Garmin in the 

water is that you know what time of day it is and expect when the cannon will fire. Once it rolled to 

7:04 AM I gathered myself, pressed start and then assumed the position. As expected, the cannon 

fired bang on 7.05 AM and I was ready – I was off! 

SWIM 

I was expecting an absolute battering at the start. I was near enough the front line. I resolved to back 

myself as a decent enough swimmer to warrant it. I wasn’t afraid. The plan, as ever in the swim, was 

to swim as fast as I can while maintaining form. Sometimes in swims my wind can wander. There is a 

bigger chance here when the event has such magnitude. So my other mantra for the swim was to ‘do 

not let the mind wander’. Stay ‘strong and focused’. This swim is a long out and back with a short 

horizontal. It’s also open sea so can have a swell. I’d say compared to practice swims it was average in 

terms of swell, but a lot of activity given the crowd! Tactics wise I tried not to over sight and to not 

aim for the buoys but to aim towards the turnaround boat and stay a bit left. The tendency would be 

for crowds to form at the buoys – hence congestion and the chance of a few thumps. After the practice 

swim I was prepared for the sensation of the outward leg going on for a long time. But I could see the 

turnaround boat and was making progress. I was on feet for a lot of the time here. I was definitely 

passing people and no doubt I was being passed too. But I felt like I was swimming well, I was calm 



and in control. There were definitely a few around me who were around for the whole swim (in 

particular a dude in a BlueSeventy P3X suit and another dude in a bright yellow Roka suit). I was doing 

OK in my bargain basement Zaosu suit. Once I hit the turn I was expecting congestion but it wasn’t 

that bad. Kept the same tactics for navigating the way home. Navigate for the giant inflatable bottle 

on the pier rather than the buoys. Time to keep the focus. I could tell on feel that I was swimming well 

for me. The return leg went quicker and before I knew it I was getting to the pier. I could hear the 

razzmatazz around transition and it was exciting. Once we started to get corralled into the pontoon, 

opportunities to overtake were non existent really. This is where I got my first real thump in the head. 

Just get to the finish now without a black eye. Once I got to the steps I arose to see the clock at 1h5. 

This is my best IM swim split without a wetsuit. Of the 6 IM I’ve done, all three with wetsuits have 

been sub 60 minutes. Without, I’ve been 1h12 (Austria 2012) and 1h06 (Frankfurt 2015). This is 

definitely the toughest course I’ve done and to come out with a 1h5 definitely gets an A grade for 

performance as far as I’m concerned. As well as that I felt so comfortable throughout – I was definitely 

not in the red at any point, and didn’t feel like it took a lot out of me. A great omen for the rest of the 

day I was hoping. All of those 6AM swims had paid off! 

T1 

Loitered briefly in the fresh water shower and then onwards. Was handed my bag! Not expecting this 

but straight into the tent. Had prepared to be standing and squashed but I managed to get a seat – 

result! Had mentally ran through what I needed to do here a few times. Arm coolers around wrists (in 

donuts for easy rolling). Sweat wristband on. Watch back on (after armcoolers on). Heart rate strap 

on. Pre canned bike kit in left rear pocket. Spare electrolyte tube in right rear pocket (just in case I 

dropped the ones in my bento box). Socks and shoes on. Sunglasses on. While I was doing this a 

volunteer was lathering my legs and neck with the whitest of sunscreens. Decided I had fussed enough 

in T1 so calf guards were in the T2 bag (never even bothered with these in T2 either though). Before I 

sat up I peed myself briefly (hell it’s dog eat dog here) and I was off. When I got to my bike I could see 

the two other lads bikes so this was another good sign. I was just rolling out the bike when Kev arrived 

and gave me a shout. I’d be seeing him very shortly no doubt. Got to the mount line and I was rolling.  

BIKE 

The first 11km of the course is the most technical with loops around town and hot corner before 

hitting the Queen K. Sharp descents and some steep climbs – the sort of climbs you could easily burn 

matches on with early race enthusiasm. I wasn’t looking at numbers at all here – just wanted to stay 

safe and get out on the Queen K with no drama. Wanted to stay safe and not get a penalty. I had got 

a blue card in Dublin 70.3 but the roads were busy there and I’m not sure what I could have done. 

Maybe I was guilty of driving along to my numbers and being less aware of what was around me. This 

was a mistake I didn’t want to make here. I had physically measured out 12m a few times when here 

and had a subjective idea on what it felt like, and tried to give it a context like 2 cateyes apart. It wasn’t 

a full two cateyes but that gave me a guide. Kev passed me quickly enough and I was getting passed 

by a LOT of folk early on. I was probably too conservative here, but it was a long day. I resolved to get 

going once I hit the Queen K. The road was packed and nobody was 12m but what can you do – the 

road is only so big. I figured they’d be lenient enough in town but start cracking down once on the 

Queen K. Even with this the crowds were busy on the Queen K. I did my best to stay legal and again I 

was probably too conservative. I didn’t pass anyone until 21km in to the ride! Nutrition was going 

down well enough – I was taking my gels regularly, and getting in plenty of fluids. Took the water at 

the aid stations. In hindsight I probably didn’t need to start from T1 with a rear bottle. I never really 

used it to fill my torpedo as the ones handed to me were easier to manage and refill the torpedo when 

they were handed it to me. I brought it just in case I missed a bottle at the first aid station but the 



volunteers were excellent and skilled in bottle handover. Again maybe an example of being over 

cautious here. I should have dumped that bottle earlier than I did. I had my first bit of snickers at 

Waikaloa outbound and had the second at the top of Hawi. Thankfully they hadn’t gone to total mush 

unlike my training spins last week! The plan was to have the espressos at 4h and 5h. In terms of tactics 

for the race I normally aim for 70-75% FTP for steady power (VI < 1.05) allowing a push cap of 85% for 

certain situations. However, the plan here was to not push too strongly for 75% and to ride 

comfortably on feel in the first half. For Hawi to push a bit more but don’t go chasing the 85% cap. The 

expectation was that the field would thin out on the way home so I could hopefully settle into a firm 

70-75% on the way home and a tailwind would give me more speed for that power. So that was the 

plan. However with the road being so dense and being wary of not burning matches, I was riding at 

60-65% on the way out. Maybe my mindset of not burning matches was preventing me from pushing 

on but I just couldn’t get a good rhythm. I just didn’t feel like I was biking well – felt like I had the 

handbrake on a bit. Heading up Hawi I felt good, was holding reasonable power output. Crosswinds 

were not too bad. At no stage did I feel in danger of being blown off. I was baking hot though. I got to 

the turnaround (~95km) at just over 3h, so I was confident now that it was time to do the damage on 

the way home and get in well under the 6 hours. Got down Hawi safely and then the climb from 

Kawaihae back to the Queen K. It was roasting now. I was passing the golf club near Kawaihae when a 

black van emerged onto the road. I had to brake and shouted all kinds of obscenities! Not sure what 

was going on there. Thankfully all was OK but it was a hairy moment. And after hearing what happened 

Matt Hanson later on – I was lucky. Maybe this fright did something to my nerve but at 120km I was 

feeling the need to pee so I freewheeled and let fly. I’m so precious with my bike all the time and here 

I am literally pissing all over it. The road was indeed quieter now though and I was definitely passing 

folk more regularly now, but I still wasn’t hitting my normal power numbers. At certain points this was 

because I was getting a serious tailwind and chasing Watts wasn’t the best idea. At others – the legs 

just didn’t seem to want to do it today for whatever reason – I think this was a mental tentativeness 

though rather than the legs not being trained. The legs are trained and I know what I’m capable of. I 

was feeling a little disheartened it must be said. On the positive side I was feeling very comfortable 

and well in control. I’ve felt more under pressure on training rides. On the other hand this was race 

day and I felt like I wasn’t seizing the moment – wasn’t getting the most out of myself here. But maybe 

it wasn’t really that. I just didn’t have the cojones to really trust myself, put the power down and do 

some surges to pass the groups that were ahead of me. I think in another race I would do that – but I 

was trying to respect this race and the conditions. I knew by 150km or so that I was on for a bike split 

well under 6 hours. Probably my slowest ever but again this felt like the ‘easiest’ 180km IM bike that 

I did in terms of how I felt – mentally and physically – it wasn’t feeling ‘hard’ in either view. I had 

prepped well and I was fit enough to give this a good go. Maybe I should have pushed a little more but 

my instinct on the day said no. As I rolled towards town I just wanted to get in now without any drama. 

I had got no blue cards and no mechanicals. Didn’t want it happening in the last 10km either. When I 

passed the penalty tents during the ride they were quiet enough. Maybe I had been too conservative 

there based on what I had seen on the road. Though at least I know in my heart I raced honestly. I was 

fairly sure that Kev and Alan were well up the road as well as most (if not all) of the Irish. Can’t deny 

that this didn’t dent me a bit – it definitely did. But I was where I was and it was still all to play for. In 

the last km or so I did a mental checklist. On the positive side there had been no dramas, nutrition had 

gone to plan and I was well hydrated without feeling bloated or anything. I felt OK, tired but not too 

bad and crucially, I was not dreading the marathon – I was looking forward to it. I got in to T2 with a 

5h35 bike split. My slowest IM split. Even though no two IM courses are equal, I was still slightly 

disappointed with this as I know I have more in me – especially based on the power numbers. But I 

played the cards I was dealt on the day on instinct. Maybe I didn’t spend enough time thinking about 

how to pace myself when the field is dense like this one. In other IMs the crowd thins quicker and it’s 



more like a pure TT. Preparing for this pure TT worked well last year. The dynamic is different here 

and maybe I could have done something differently to prepare for it. Either way, I’m sure there are 

lessons to learn here. Whatever the ins and outs of the bike ride my NP was well down on what I’m 

capable of and proved in racing last year and in training all year. I was hoping that the marathon would 

be good if this was indeed true. A sub 10h day would be very hard now unless I blitzed the run, but 

the plan there was to start conservatively also, so I put that out of my head and kept going. 

T2 

Like Frankfurt your bike gets taken from you and racked by a volunteer so it’s straight to the bag racks. 

I ran in my shoes and can’t deny this felt awful. I pretty much held aero for 180km and it was telling! 

But I know from experience to trust that this will pass. Got my bag and again got a seat in the change 

tent. So it was shoes off, socks off and Vaseline on feet. Vaseline on feet to help prevent blisters when 

feet get wet from all the water you chuck over yourself on the run. Then race belt on (didn’t need it 

for bike here!), fuel belt on, and then empty back pockets and put in some more nutrition (some jellies 

and electrolyte tabs in small Ziploc). Runners on, shades changed and cap on. Lucky sweatband on 

wrist. Again more sunscreen on and Vaseline around my chest as I was feeling that midweek swim 

chaffing. Time to go!  

RUN 

Mentally told myself to ignore legs and pace until I did the loop around Kuakini and Hualalai before 

getting on the Ali’i stretch and the first 10 miles. Legs felt awful initially on the ramp up to Kuakini but 

things settled reasonably quickly. My plan for the run was to walk every second aid station but run the 

rest. My 9’/1’ run/walk from last year is fine on a perfectly flat course but this one is not so I didn’t go 

for that here. Even so – the every 2nd aid station strategy was probably reasonably similar anyway.  My 

plan was to keep the HR in the low 140s on Ali’i which is comfortably aerobic for me. Once I got going 

I felt pretty good I must say. Again, just like the bike I felt comfortable and in control but the pace I’d 

normally be used to just wasn’t there. There were patches where I was getting into a reasonable pace 

though and I was feeling decent. This wasn’t feeling like a death march – the legs were definitely there, 

I was feeling strong, but the pace just wasn’t. Anyway – there is no other way of saying it but it was 

fucking baking hot too. I could see Kev coming the other way so he was about 20mins ahead of me I 

reckoned. Definitely was not catching him today. I was sucking on clif bloks between aid stations and 

things were going well from that point of view. I was drinking water and shoving ice in every orifice. 

The speed suit is great and the heart rate strap was good at trapping ice right over my heart which felt 

really good. The stretch between my condo and Palani the temperatures felt like they were 

skyrocketing. I was getting intermittent cheers from Grace and Máire on their bikes and that was 

helping. I couldn’t quench my thirst though. Wary of hyponatremia (spelling!?) I stopped at a planned 

aid station and put a Precision Hydration tab into some water. This did the trick! As I approached 10 

miles and Palani Hill I resolved that I would march up it and not attempt to run. Everyone else around 

me was doing the same. This was probably my mental low for the race. I had just walked up this hill 

and now I had the toughest part of the run to come. The Queen K and the Energy Lab. I hoped I hadn’t 

set a precedent. I met Grace at this point and told her this was the hardest thing I had ever done. Time 

to MTFU though as it wasn’t time to feel sorry for myself now. You are in Kona! OK it won’t be a stellar 

day time wise but I’m going to enjoy it. And FFS Andy time to take a reality check here and snap out 

of it. The plan on the run has gone to plan. I hadn’t walked outside of every second aid station. I was 

passing people far more often than not. OK I had walked up Palani but my body was feeling OK and 

when I started to run again the legs were there. I decided then and there that I’d now walk every aid 

station and run in between because it really was effing roasting as I’ve already mentioned. Do NOT 

walk in between though. And that’s what I did. I was running fairly well between aid stations. At this 



point the gloves were off nutrition wise and I was taking in bits of everything – whatever I could to 

help fuel the effort. Ice everywhere. Sponges to cool me down. It was seriously baking and my biggest 

danger was overheating and blowing up. My legs felt capable but it was like a furnace. At this stage I 

stopped looking at HR and it was time to go completely on feel. This was working well for me. As I 

approached the Energy Lab, Kev was coming out. This disheartened me briefly but to be honest all I 

could do was concentrate on my own effort. I was actually feeling pretty good when I was running! So 

I concentrated on that feeling. I’m here, in Kona, the pinnacle of the sport. The best in the world are 

around me and I’m doing OK. I’m passing people. The views are stunning and I’m going to finish. And 

finish strong. I know it. At the bottom of the Energy Lab I gave my ‘volunteer bracelet’ to a little girl 

who was helping out. She must be baking. The bracelet was in the race pack and the intention was 

that you give it to your favourite volunteer. I was saving the bracelet to give to somebody who would 

save me today. It turned out that today I didn’t need saving (thankfully!), so I gave it to her. She 

seemed delighted and smiled – Mahalo! The Clif aid station in here was particularly good. The ice 

sponges were heavenly. I rarely have time goals in IM apart from the first time I aimed for a sub 10h. 

I generally have process goals instead – different ones for the swim, bike and run. I did think though 

that if I executed to plan and hit my numbers and milestones, a sub 10h finish would come out in the 

wash. I thought I could do it – I was fit enough to do it – fitter than last year - – but it wasn’t going to 

happen today. So I had to forget that. Swim went to plan but bike put me on the back foot in terms of 

making up time on the marathon to get sub 10h. The other time based goal I had was to finish in time 

to enjoy the sunset in the finisher area. Sun sets at 6pm here so finishing well before sunset is more 

difficult than it might seem – need to be sub 11h with some change for this to happen (I started at 

7.05 am!). Before the race I figured I was fit enough to run sub 3h15 here based on what I had 

measured in training and taking various other things into account. My revised goal based on how 

things were going at halfway was to run sub 3h30. I figured a revised goal of sub 3h30 for a run and 

sub 10h30 overall was a B grade performance for me today in terms of time. When I got out of the 

energy lab met Grace and got a burst of energy. I was running fairly strongly now between aid stations 

and I was definitely passing all around me bar the odd person. Doing the maths I knew I’d make 

sundown comfortably. I started to make plans to enjoy ‘Mark and Dave’ hill and the final mile through 

town. Things were going OK and I managed to run strongly up ‘Mark and Dave’ hill. This filled me with 

ecstasy – it felt like a surge of energy that I harnessed. This race is so iconic and this hill is so iconic. 

And here I was running up it. Feeling good. Energy surging! It was time to swing the cap around and 

lift the sunglasses. I wanted to soak all this in. Running down Palani felt good – I was waving and hi 

fiving. Skipped the last aid station. The strong run downhill probably shook my diaphragm as when I 

got to the bottom I felt a stitch. I didn’t want my last km to feel shit so I stopped, deep breathing and 

it eased. At this point some dude passed me and I let him get a bit of a gap as I wanted the last stretch 

on Ali’i and chute to myself. Grace handed me the flag and the emotions started to kick in. I savoured 

every second of those last few metres.  



   

When I got to the finish there was no stopping of Garmins. I stopped, looked around, and soaked in 

the vista of colour and noise. I felt like a sponge absorbing it all. I ran a 3h28 which considering how 

much walking was done today, was pretty good. I hadn’t blown up and had only walked the aid 

stations, and in the first ten miles only every second aid station. I finished strongly and felt 

comfortable. The pace wasn’t great but I had to yield to the conditions. This was a day to be proud of. 

 

 



REFLECTIONS 

The overall time was 10h20. I’ll probably reflect wistfully about where those 20 minutes could have 

been saved, but time wasn’t the primary goal today. I’d say the majority could have come from the 

bike, and a few on the run. When time is important then transitions need to be sharper too. This is 

the mindset I had last year. But if sub 10h really was the main goal I would have had that mindset here 

too. But the main goal here was to finish and finish strongly – and to soak up the whole experience. 

Death before DNF. This may be my only shot at this so I raced accordingly. I can’t just say ‘ah I’ll be 

back next year’, because at my level it’s not as straightforward as that. I guess I assumed that if I did a 

steady race and kept controlled a sub 10h would have just come out in the wash. But it wasn’t to be 

for me. Maybe I didn’t consider the race dynamics of a stacked field on the bike either. This wasn’t a 

pure TT like the other IMs that I’ve done. Far more going on here and how to react – or how to proact? 

Maybe I was too humble in this field – I had earned the right to race here and maybe I should have 

backed myself more…. but the conditions … it’s a multifaceted challenge and one of the reasons I love 

IM. I guess the key would be to get as strong as possible on the bike to have more options and cards 

to play on race day in a strong field. My swimming is coming along well – can be improved of course 

but it’s good enough for this level. My standalone run is strong, but in Ironman to let this out I probably 

need to keep getting stronger. But being a stronger biker would unlock this also. I guess the key for 

me is to get the biking stronger. I won’t be trying to get back next year though. I don’t know if I’ll ever 

try to get back. I wasn’t trying last year either – the KQ was the by-product of a well executed IM and 

that’s how I’ll do it again, if I do it. Despite the perfectionist in me wondering what-if on the sub 10h I 

have to be proud of this performance. I was well in control all day – I didn’t bonk, I was strong and the 

end and I really enjoyed every stroke, pedal stroke and stride of the day. I’ve raced in Kona and put in 

a steady performance. I’m proud of what I achieved. I have more in me but I gave my heart and soul 

into that today, and you can’t ask for any more. My body doesn’t feel sore at all bar a few blistered 

toes. I think that’s testament to the hard work I’ve put in that my body and mind is strong enough to 

say that. I’ve really enjoyed the whole experience. I’ve been lucky enough to have this slot a whole 

year in advance. The journey over the last year and earlier has been fantastic. All building me up to be 

good enough to be even out here. It feels like a privilege and for that I’m very grateful. 

Thank You 

Coach Russell Cox – the man with the plan. Took a lot of the thinking out of planning my training and 

all I needed to do is execute. Answers every question thoughtfully and helped keep me on an even 

keel during the good days and the bad. Helped me play the long game and proof that hard work – 

works! 

Nessa Smyth – The woman is a magician as a physio, but she’s far more than just a physio. Goes far 

beyond the call of duty often and it’s much appreciated. Has helped me rebuild myself from the inside 

from my first appointment when I arrived broken in 2012. I haven’t looked back since. A thorough 

professional. The FMS classes prepare me for when I need to be strong - I often think ‘tummy tummy 

tummy’ when the going gets tough in races! 

Noel Murphy – We named the dream goal of getting to Kona on day one. You believed more than I 

did at the start. Your enthusiasm for the process has inspired me to push beyond my comfort zone. I 

never imagined strength and conditioning work could be mindful, but you made it that way for me. 

Karen/Colin Robinson – A pair of legends. You give the shirts off your backs and ask for nothing in 

return. Always going out of your way to help others. Your own exploits have inspired my own. 



Mark Waters – Thank you for all of the encouragement to allow me to develop and really back myself 

as a swimmer able to mix it when I need to. You always help me keep perspective and your words of 

advice (not just swim related) are always well heeded. 

Kevin Gilleece – Kev when you qualified in 2015 you made me think that getting to Kona might be 

more achievable than I realised. Thanks for the company on all the long bikes and long runs. I’m glad 

we got to share this race together on the same day, and all of the coffee before and after! Thanks also 

for making the post race experience in Kona as special as it possibly could be. Congratulations to 

yourself and Máire! 

Kona 2017 Gang – Was fantastic to meet each and every one of you. All clearly talented and dedicated 

and great craic. Special thanks to Owen Martin – the papa smurf of the group giving his time to help 

shephard all of the newbies and ensure we made the most of our prep getting here and enjoying the 

island itself. 

3D Tri – Thank you to the club for being so supportive and all of my clubmates for your well wishes. 

Having 3 KQs from the club in the one year is a big deal I think. Hopefully it will inspire others that 

Kona isn’t the impossible dream, if you want it enough. 

Family – Thanks to Mam, Dad, Alwyn, Darragh and the boys for supporting me even though I know 

you think I’m crackers! Especially the folks who came all the way over to Hawaii to walk the walk and 

be there at the side of the road willing me on. Hopefully I did ye proud. 

Grace – Finally to you. There isn’t a snowballs chance I’d have made it here without you. For better or 

worse indeed – you’ve held up your end of the bargain here so many times. As well as being full of 

faith and support – you have been an inspiration also. Barcelona in 2015 was all the inspiration I 

needed to go after my own dreams. And we made it – and how! 



 



 



 

 



 


